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CULTURAL ISSUES IN PERSONNEL SELECTION
Bagus Riyono

of organization
and processes. It is the
Personnel selection is an
element of
processes. If an
fails in this first step, the
processes wili not be effective. Further processes such as
redesign,
involvement program, or even
the basic job function will be difficult when
the selection is done
Issues on
selection become more complex, when an
is put into a global
environment A
is
with diversities of cultures in various
of the
world, Within a multicultural context, its
may result from a
on the possibility
proper match between the selected personnel and the different cultures of the
where
may be located. The selection practice of this type of organization may
appear in two
to be sent to a
as
and
local
in a
branch office. In this level, it is relevant to
the
factors -related to culture and skill-- which need to be considered in the selection
to
performed in one country, may not be suitable
,",,,,,,'n,,""! and the relevant skills
cultural differences have shown that cultural values
I
I

or in what cultural groups it is done.
to
well without proper
he/she is the best manager in his/her home culture.
Since the effectiveness of behavior or
is the ultimate purpose of selection
programs. criteria in selection processes need to be
by
characteristics
the culture where the
is located. The purpose of this paper is to formulate selection
for overseas
or local hire on overseas subsidiaries or
local cultural values. The paper will
with a
ofthe five
then followed
the
for the criteria for successful
and
of the
of the criteria in a
which has a combination oHhe five dimensions of culture.
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I. FIVE

in Personnel Selection

OF CULTURE

There

dimensions. of culture that has been fuund as related to work values and
(1984), i.e,
behavior. Four of them were introduced by
power
avoidance, and
The fifth
and
Hall and Hall
in

The individualismicollectivism dimension deals with how individual
or
Individualist
assumes individual res:ponSIOlll
values in social interaction. Individuals are
Collectivist
stresses the imln",-t'Ulr.'
In collectivist
individuals are eXJ)ected
S"'''''''U''.''''' and
decision based on consensus.
to the decisions made.
individual on
There are fIve dominant values in individualistic
or
social status, and
while
dominant
i.e,
moderate
and thritl or conservation

between different
a strict
decentralized power
m(,'pric" " ' " ;
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avoidance dimension refers to the
'{\,~,plCV with
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so the communicant will be able to imply what is
UilI:1er'sta,nClmg of the context or """'17", ..,,,

the

with the broader

Monochronic culture values
rationally based
to cope with problems. Causeeffect
is an important way of
which is
encouraged in
education and social interaction. Schedule commitment is a serious matter, to the extent that
mTllOnSlllp tends to be in a short-term basis. Information processes occur in a low
enVlrOnmli':!lI. where
amounts of
must be
transmitted for
and Hall cited in
forward
by the
first is
sometimes not
while monochronic culture has linear communication
These five dimensions of culture have implications on work behaviors
values and
beliefs
lead to motivational
if
interact with others from

managers (Baliga and Baker cited in
return of
evident that the
of a strategy to nrF,U.OlIH
is
needed. Some ways to cope with these
cross-cultural
on-site socialization and selection.
selection intervention is the most cost effective and
way.
next
of this article we will discuss several propositions for the criteria for successful
behaviors
cultural
to be used as a
for selection decisions.

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSFUL WORKING BEHAVIORS IN PARTICULAR CULTURAL SETTING
of manag:ement
will be discussed in accordance to the
in a group
that
culture. Some
several cultures but some are counter-effective in certain culture. The focus
on the
that are
or conducive
on the

Individualistic Culture
Individualistic
their members to be
for their own
life and therefore
are
to
for their own
individual
and encourage the fulfillment of it. In supervisor-subordinate relationship each have their own
and interact in a way that
can
the
from others. In such
cultural
are expected to involve their subordinate in decision
and
to share the
delegation and consultation skills are
in order to
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between boss
individualistic culture
in individualistic
Skills to cope with conflict situations are also
an open conflict situation for
in a fonn of open
occur in individualistic culture when the interaction between individuals has "UlliHI"",,!', mtprp,ctc
and
hold on their individual
each
in collectivist culture
to occur.

CoUectivist Culture
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intimidating and even threatening behaviors. Second, soft influence tactics that characterized with
behaving nicely, and drawing on their friendship to influence. The third tactics are
rational tactics, which uses facts, logic and bargaining to explain why certain decisions or behavior
should be taken.

Managers in high power distance culture are expected to be able to use hard influence tactics
to their subordinate, so they can maintain the inequalities between boss and subordinate
relationship (Michael, 1
But on the other hand they are also expected to be sensitive and
am)re'Clate soft influence tactics
their subordinate, especially if the manager comes from a low
power distance culture. In low power distance culture soft influence tactics by subordinate will be
as "kissing
and lose its effectiveness.
4. Low Power Distance Culture
Communication skills are essential in low power distance culture since equality between boss
and subordinate
a lot more two-way communication. That is why participative
m:l'TU'I,pp.rnetlt programs work better in low power distance culture. The· communication skills
can be in the form
clarifYing and monitoring behavior.
Since the
between boss and subordinate is
the most appropriate influence
tactics is the rational one.
to present facts, use logic and
the rational of an
or a recommendation is highly
to be able to perform will in the job.

5.

Uncertainty Avoidance Culture

In a society with
ullcertainty avoidance, details on every aspect of the job are important,
because otherwise employees will be anxious. Supervisor are
to
more time to
what is
from the
to be done
Standard
gUlOe:Hnes, and detailed data of work results are some
that are common in a culture
avoidance. Therefore
to deals with and
to work with
communication skills that enable them to reduce the
skills include

COll1l1U1l1:ICattion

Avoidance Culture

6. Low

avoidance culture uncertainties are more acceptable, managers can
issues rather than details. A bias from planned action or
is best
those who can tolerate uncertainty. Strategic planning skills would be most effective
avoidance background, and a deliberate
planning is more
""',,,rt'>tn1h.;

focus on

<:tr·"tp,,,,..

Low
avoidance is also conducive to innovation championing roles , ____. __ ,
so managers with innovative ideas will
best in an organization with low
avoidance cultural background.
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7. Masculine Culture
Cultures that are masculine tend to attach
to earning,
(Hofstede cited in Michael,
Sekaran & Snodgrass found that
nf',etnnn"n,'." are emphasized in masculine culture {cited in Michael,
cultural
managers are
to have
n'''pUIHF, behavior: Managers
do not have favorable attitude
will not fit in masculine culture.

8.. Feminine Culture
Dominant values
with feminine culture are
group
and group
successful behavior
other's welfare and less motivated
self-interest
and
skills are essential for managers to be successful in their career.
consideration rather than tasks
for the· purpose
orientation.

Culture
This dimension of culture
behaviors that effected are planning and nrc,,,,,pm
eXI}ected to
able to think in a broad and
As
will
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Monochronic Culture

As mentioned
monochronic culture
to think ill a linear way, a cause-effect
It is also concern with
and time sensitive.
is where goals are
activities are performed in a
process. Managers
are
to be able to
activities into a linear format and
a deliberate
and rational attitude toward planning. this type of planning is called a deliberate-type
by
in

valued in monochronic culture so that every decision made
have a sufficient
behind it. People would ask why certain
should be implemented or
certain decision has to be followed. Intuitive managers would not effectively influence subordinate

behavior as they
The

to the

culture,

skills for each
cultural
mentioned above are useful for a
in selection program to fill
in a
different from the
home
Those
skills combined
other technical skills should
pv,~",,,tp£i by the company,
of how we can use this

be nrf'cpnt.·ri '"'''-'''''1-''''''
the I'1p'~Fr"nt·""",

will
cultural dimensions.
so the

IH.APPLICA TION EXAMPLES

is
hours.
can talk about
feel at ease,

a vertical

hierarchical
even use different language
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persons from different hierarchical status.
to do it win result in a
also have

Kesp;~ct

and since

is in a contextual Ifl"n"'"T
in other context
a new
that has a low status within the company will np,FrP1VP'r!
status when he goes to other company as a customer. Since this status
and social
is very
for them.

manner,

IV, CONCLUSION
differences have
environments, But most researches
l'r""t,,;p in nature rather than
in the
studies

Frame,vork for
Values. International Journal
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